The BlueMed Shoe Cover Dispenser

BlueMed

Your BlueMed Dispenser Has
Shoe Covers For Every Application
Bubbly

The BlueMed shoe cover dispenser is designed to install shoe
covers in seconds... totally hands free! It is specially crafted for
high volume usage with a high capacity for shoe cover storage.
It also offers a holding handle for added convenience. This
dispenser is easy to use and requires no electricity, maintenance
or lubrication to function.
A variety of shoe cover types are offered for this dispenser to
satisfy almost every need.

660 units/case
SKC-0102-M

With its stainless steel sidings, it adds a new dimension of
elegance and professionalism to your facility or clinic. It is
extremely practical for medical, pharmaceutical, industrial or
similar environments and especially for GMP facilities.
Dispenser
SKD-1007

The CPE Bubbly Disposable Shoe Covers
are made of a low density CPE (chlorinated
polyethylene) material with a bubbly surface
to give them traction and antiskid properties.
They are economical, lint-free, waterproof and
excellent for short term usage. They come in
one size that fits most shoes and are packaged
in bundles ready for use in the dispenser.

NonWoven

Easy to use, hands free and a variety of shoe covers to
choose from.

Bluemed.ca
BluemedShoeCovers.com

1980 units/case
SKC-0102-B

The NonWoven Non-Skid (NWNS) Disposable
Shoe Covers are made of a polypropylene
fabric with a non-skid print which makes them
fit for all uses and floors. They come in one
size that fits most shoes and are packaged in
bundles ready for use in the dispenser. They
are ideal for medical and pharmaceutical
facilities, laboratories, pre-cleanroom gowning
and general hygiene.
600 units/case
SKN-0002-M

CPE Bonded

1800 units/case
SKN-0002-B

The CPE Bonded Disposable Shoe Covers are
designed for industrial and more demanding
applications. These shoe covers are made
with a polypropylene fabric bonded to a CPE
(chlorinated polyethylene) layer. This design
makes them waterproof, and fit for the more
demanding uses. They come in one size that
fits most shoes and are packaged in bundles
ready for use in the dispenser.
420 units/case
SKB-1003-M

Super Booties

1260 units/case
SKB-1003-B

The White Super Booties Disposable Shoe
Covers are water resistant and provide
excellent grip. These shoe covers are made
of a strong polypropylene fabric with an
antiskid coating. They are a good alternative
to the expensive Tyvek® shoe covers. The
White Super Booties are very popular in
pharmaceutical facilities, laboratories, and food
industries.
480 units/case
SKC-1001-M

1440 units/case
SKC-1001-B

1.855.GO.BLUEMED (462.5836)

BlueMed also manufactures a full line of
Shoe Covers for Professionals available in

You can find more details on our web site

1.855.GO.BLUEMED

Bluemed.ca
BluemedShoeCovers.com
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